Population genetic structure is often used to infer population connectivity, but genetic structure may largely reflect historical rather than recent processes. We contrasted genetic structure with recent gene-flow estimates among 6 herds of African buffalo (Syncerus caffer) in the Caprivi Strip, Namibia, using 134 individuals genotyped at 10 microsatellite loci. We tested whether historical and recent gene flows were influenced by distance, potential barriers (rivers), or landscape resistance (distance from water). We also tested at what scales individuals were more related than expected by chance. Genetic structure across the Caprivi Strip was weak, indicating that historically, gene flow was strong and was not affected by distance, barriers, or landscape resistance. Our analysis of simulated data suggested that genetic structure would be unlikely to reflect human disturbances in the last 10-20 generations (75-150 years) because of slow predicted rates of genetic drift, but recent geneflow estimates would be affected. Recent gene-flow estimates were not consistently affected by rivers or distance to water but showed that isolation by distance appears to be developing. Average relatedness estimates among individuals exceeded random expectations only within herds. We conclude that historically, African buffalo moved freely throughout the Caprivi Strip, whereas recent gene flow has been more restricted. Our findings support efforts to maintain the connectivity of buffalo herds across this region and demonstrate the utility of contrasting genetic inferences from different time scales.
Conservation efforts require both understanding current processes and appreciating past processes, which may have shaped current species distributions. Connectivity among populations, in particular, is believed to have changed dramatically in many systems due to habitat fragmentation or human-built barriers. Connectivity is increasingly considered a key component of conservation efforts on large landscapes, especially for mobile and wide-ranging animal species (Hilty et al. 2006) , and is critical for maintaining genetic diversity and ensuring persistence of small populations, maintaining species throughout their historic range, and facilitating dispersal and seasonal migrations. Efforts to characterize animal movements have included short-or long-term monitoring of adults or dispersing juveniles (e.g., Peacock and Smith 1997) , estimating dispersal rates and distances (Nathan et al. 2003) , and estimating gene flow among populations (e.g., Epps et al. 2005) . Each method allows inferences at particular temporal and spatial scales (Lowe and Allendorf 2010) ; thus, evaluating connectivity across time scales could inform our understanding of changes in landscape connectivity and improve connectivity conservation.
In this study, we address connectivity at multiple time scales by contrasting genetic structure and recent gene flow among herds of African buffalo (Syncerus caffer) distributed acrossmaking transboundary management of natural resources a key issue. Given their economic (Naidoo et al. 2011 ) and ecological (Sinclair 1977) importance, buffalo have also been identified as a logical resource around which to start building cross-border institutions for natural resource management among KAZA nations (Martin 2003) . However, there are numerous apparent constraints to buffalo movement across the Caprivi Strip. Rivers and arid regions far from rivers may have restricted gene flow historically, whereas in the 20th century, agricultural control fences and expanding human settlement may have limited buffalo movements (Naidoo et al. 2012a ). Efforts to restore connectivity in this and other landscapes would benefit from better understanding both historical (to help understand appropriate conservation targets) and present-day movement patterns.
African buffalo move widely in response to changing environmental conditions (Ryan et al. 2006) , are important prey for large carnivores and a prized game species (Sinclair 1977) , and are involved in disease transmission to and from domestic cattle (Thomson 2009 ). Thus, movement potential of African buffalo has been studied at scales ranging from home ranges and investigations of habitat use (Winnie et al. 2008; Cornelis et al. 2011 ) to evaluations of genetic structure conducted at regional to continental scales (Simonsen et al. 1998; Van Hooft et al. 2000; Van Hooft et al. 2002; Heller et al. 2010) . African buffalo populations demonstrate the weakest genetic structure of any African ungulate yet studied, even at continental scales (Lorenzen et al. 2008) . Simonsen et al. (1998) argued that connectivity among African buffalo populations should be conserved because such weak structure likely had been maintained by high gene flow among regions. However, to our knowledge, only 1 study to date (Van Hooft et al. 2003) has evaluated genetic structure among multiple African buffalo populations (sometimes defined as herds, as in this study) at relatively local scales, where most attempts to conserve connectivity occur. That study detected significant genetic structure in mitochondrial DNA among herds separated by as little as 6 km in East Africa, whereas in Kruger National Park (South Africa), 5 herds separated by 8-240 km were not genetically differentiated Figure 1 . Locations of population genetic samples from African buffalo in the Caprivi Strip, Namibia, with Local Convex Hull 100% home ranges (colored polygons) generated from 5 to 8 GPS-collared individuals from each study site. Samples from Horseshoe and Susuwe were combined into a single herd for genetic analyses because of spatial overlap between home-range polygons in those 2 areas. Major rivers, veterinary control fences, and protected areas are also depicted, as well as the analytical frame for circuit analysis.
at mitochondrial or nuclear markers (14 microsatellite loci, Van Hooft et al. 2003) . Therefore, the degree of local genetic structure and thus the size and historical levels of gene flow among populations can vary widely depending on location, and prior connectivity of African buffalo populations should not be assumed even at local scales.
Here, we evaluate 1) the degree of genetic structure among buffalo herds that we defined on the basis of movement data and land management and whether genetic structure is predicted by distance, potential riverine barriers, or landscaperesistance hypotheses based on distance to water; 2) recent gene flow among buffalo herds and whether recent gene-flow estimates show evidence of a changing relationship between gene flow and distance, barriers, or landscape resistance; 3) the scale of spatial autocorrelation of relatedness among individuals; and 4) how contrasts between genetic structure (reflecting long-term patterns of gene flow) and recent gene flow inform our understanding of past connectivity of buffalo populations. Finally, we discuss the relevance of our findings with respect to current efforts to understand and maintain connectivity of buffalo herds across the Caprivi Strip.
Materials and Methods

Genetic Data
We extracted DNA from 138 blood samples of African buffalo captured in 2007 and 2009 in all of the major buffalo herds in the Caprivi Strip. DNA was extracted using Qiagen Tissue DNA extraction kits (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, USA) or phenol-chloroform methods. We optimized polymerase chain reaction (PCR) conditions for 12 fluorescently labeled primer pairs for bovine and ovine microsatellite loci previously employed in published analyses of African buffalo (Heller et al. 2010; Van Hooft et al. 1999 ) (Supplementary Appendix S1). We chose those primer pairs on the basis of high variability, low amplicon size (in case DNA was degraded), and position on different bovine/ovine chromosomes to decrease the likelihood of linkage disequilibrium. We used 0.6 µL of template DNA in 15 µL PCR, with 10 µg bovine serum albumin, 2.25 mM MgCl 2 , 0.16 mM each dNTP, 1× Apex PCR buffer, 0.1 µM (1.5 pmol) each primer, and 0.7 units Apex® Hot Start Taq polymerase (Genesee Scientific, San Diego, USA). We used a 15-min 95ºC initial activation step, followed by 39 cycles denaturing at 95ºC for 30 s, annealing at temperatures specific to each locus (Appendix 1) for 45 s, and extending at 72ºC for 30 s. We used an ABI 3730 DNA sequencer and GeneMapper to identify and estimate the size of alleles (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA). We repeated amplification of samples up to 3 times at any locus that failed to amplify or had alleles that could not be clearly identified. We excluded any samples that failed to amplify or gave inconsistent results at more than 2 loci after 3 repeat PCRs.
Many studies evaluating the effects of landscape on gene flow have used individual-based analyses to avoid sometimes artificial definitions of "populations" (e.g., Cushman et al. 2006 ). However, because African buffalo congregate in large breeding herds that range over large areas, especially in the wet season, and because we sampled many individuals from the same herds at the same locations, we decided that population (herd)-level analyses of gene flow were most appropriate. We used satellite telemetry data (presented fully in Naidoo et al. 2012a; Naidoo et al. 2012b ) to inform our definition of herds as follows. We grouped samples initially into 7 populations ("herds") relating to initial capture sites that were defined on the basis of putative barriers such as roads and rivers, inhospitable intervening habitat (such as cultivated areas), protected area status, and geographic distance (Table 1; Figure 1 ). All herds had multiple capture sites, and multiple individuals were captured at each site. We used GPS locations from 31 individuals (total across all sites) during 2007-2011 to calculate herd-level home ranges for each of these 7 sites, grouping all individuals within a capture site and using the Local Convex Hull (LoCoH) home-range estimator to produce 100% isopleth home ranges (Getz et al. 2007 ). The resulting home ranges were consistent with the view that herds were geographically separated from one another at the time scales at which our tracking collar data were collected and showed no overlap among individuals from different sites, with the exception of Susuwe and Horseshoe (Figure 1 ). Because individuals from those sites overlapped in range and had a wide area of contact, we grouped them into a single herd (hereafter referred to as "Susuwe/Horseshoe") for further analyses.
After defining the 6 study herds, we used Arlequin version 3.11 to test for linkage disequilibrium and deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) at each locus in each herd, as well as to calculate expected heterozygosity and average numbers of alleles per locus. We used Genepop to assess estimates of F IS , F IT , and F ST by Weir and Cockerham (1984) and to test for deviation from HWE across loci in each herd. 6 herds as a measure of genetic structure (genetic distance) using Genepop and assessed whether those values differed from 0 (no differentiation) using Fisher's exact test for differentiation of alleles (Ryman et al. 2006) . We estimated 95% confidence intervals for F ST using FstAt. We used Software for the Measurement of Genetic Diversity (sMOGD) (Crawford 2010 ) to estimate G′ ST among population pairs as an alternate metric of genetic structure (and historical gene flow) that is less influenced by marker variability (Hedrick 2005) . Because population pairwise F ST values typically change slowly for large populations (Wang 2004) , and the total buffalo population in the Caprivi Strip was estimated at greater than 3000 during the 1990s (Martin 2003) , we interpreted F ST to be primarily an index of historical gene flow among populations, with relatively little influence from migration rates within the last few generations ). To evaluate this interpretation, we used EasyPop (Balloux 2001) to investigate the number of generations required to detect changes in population pairwise F ST among the 5 native study populations after a 10-fold decline in migration rate and a 2-fold decline in dispersal distance (Supplementary Appendix S1). We also estimated how many generations would be required for the system to reach a new equilibrium level of genetic structure (Supplementary Appendix S1).
Estimating
Estimating Recent Gene-Flow Among Herds
We used BIMr (Faubet and Gaggiotti 2008) to estimate rates of recent gene flow between herd pairs (i.e., the proportion of alleles that were derived in the previous generation from the other herd). BIMr uses assignment tests to estimate migration rates within the last generation by assuming drift-migration equilibrium at the previous generation. BIMr performs best when migration rates are high but global F ST values exceed 0.01; thus, this technique may give greater ability to discern variation in gene flow when genetic structure is weak (Faubet and Gaggiotti 2008) . Because of overlapping generations and the high likelihood that natural populations are not in drift-migration equilibrium at any recent time step, we interpreted BIMr estimates as a relative index of recent gene flow rather than a precise estimate of gene flow in the previous generation. We used a burn-in period of 20 000 followed by 1 000 000 iterations for each run, then averaged population pairwise estimates across 10 runs. We estimated 95% confidence intervals using the averaged estimates for 10 runs. We repeated this exercise on the simulated data sets used to evaluate changes in genetic structure (described above) to determine whether BIMr could discriminate recent changes in gene flow for the sample sizes, numbers of populations, and number of microsatellite loci employed in this study.
Testing Explanatory Models for Genetic Structure and Gene Flow
We tested whether genetic and geographic distances between herds were correlated using 2 alternative measures of distance. First, we estimated distance between the edges of polygons drawn around the locations where genetic samples were collected within each herd. Second, we estimated distance between the edges of home-range polygons estimated from 5 to 8 GPS-collared individuals in each sampled herd (Figure 1) . In both cases, rather than simply using straightline distances, we used Circuitscape to estimate cumulative resistance ) among herd pairs, using a resistance layer where all values were set to 1. This approach estimates cumulative resistance over all possible paths linking 2 locations and thus can distinguish between 2 locations connected by narrow versus wide paths. We used that measure of distance to allow direct comparison with landscape-resistance models tested in Circuitscape (see below). We defined our analytical landscape for Circuitscape using a rectangle large enough to encompass the entire Caprivi Strip and the river systems to the North and South that could facilitate East-West gene-flow movement but limited the southwestern extent by including the livestock fence as a complete barrier to movement (Figure 1 ). We used XLsTAT to conduct Mantel tests (10 000 permutations, Smouse et al. 1986 ) to test whether genetic distance was positively correlated with either measure of geographic distance (i.e., isolation by distance) and used the best-supported measure for further comparisons. We also tested whether genetic structure was correlated with cumulative resistance estimates (i.e., isolation by resistance, McRae 2006) for 2 sets of models based on hypotheses of landscape barriers or resistance (Supplementary Table S2 ). Those hypotheses included 1) major rivers (e.g., Okavango and Kwando/Linyanti/Chobe Rivers) were a barrier to historical and recent gene flow, based on our observation that only 1 of 31 collared buffalo crossed a river in 4 years of monitoring ( Figure 1) ; and 2) historical and recent gene flow were facilitated by proximity to rivers, as buffalo are constrained to areas near open water, especially in the dry season (Ryan et al. 2006; Cornelis et al. 2011; Naidoo et al. 2012a) . For each hypothesis, we generated a series of resistance models with increasing resistance values for hypothesized barriers, low-quality habitat, or distance from rivers (Supplementary Table S2 ). That set of models allowed us to test variants of each basic hypothesis rather than assuming a single a priori relationship with gene flow (Shirk et al. 2010) . For each resistance model, we used Circuitscape to estimate cumulative resistance between herd pairs as done for the distance-only model (above), creating a matrix of pairwise cumulative resistances between each herd pair for each model.
Next, we evaluated correlation of each resistance matrix from those models with the matrix of genetic distances between herd pairs. We used a systematic model testing approach (e.g., Cushman et al. 2006; Shirk et al. 2010) in which 1) we used simple Mantel tests to determine (within a single hypothesis set) which model was most strongly correlated with gene flow; 2) we used the model from each hypothesis set with the strongest correlation with gene flow to compare with the correlation of the isolation by distance model; and 3) if any model in step 2 was significantly correlated with gene flow, we used partial Mantel tests to test whether the best model from each set explained variation in genetic distance after controlling for correlation with distance (Cushman and Landguth 2010) . We predicted that any valid landscaperesistance model would exhibit correlation with genetic distance even after controlling for geographic distance and would result in lower correlation between genetic distance and geographic distance while controlling for resistance. This approach greatly increases the chance of identifying the correct explanatory model (Cushman and Landguth 2010) .
We also used posterior probabilities for explanatory models (estimated in BIMr) to evaluate the effect of distance in comparison with a null model (no geographic explanation) on recent gene-flow rates. By that method, which performed well with simulated data ), explanatory models are used as priors for estimating recent gene flow and then evaluated post hoc. Landscape barrier or resistance models were not tested by this method unless identified as potentially explanatory in the previous analyses.
Finally, we repeated the Mantel/partial Mantel analytical approach using recent gene-flow estimates instead of genetic distance (reflecting historical gene flow), with 2 modifications. First, when calculating cumulative resistance values between herds for distance, barrier, and landscape-resistance models, we included the livestock control fences on the southern side of the Caprivi Strip by assigning a very high resistance value of 100 000 to the location of the fence. That fence was built c. 1960 and would have constrained all subsequent movements by buffalo to the southwest. Second, because plotting estimates of recent gene flow against distance revealed an apparent outlier, likely resulting from a specific barrier to gene flow between 2 herds (see results; Figure 2b ), we removed that comparison and retested for isolation by distance. We used that restricted data set for the subsequent testing of landscape resistance and barrier hypotheses.
Testing for Spatial Autocorrelation in Relatedness Among Individuals
Although the clumped nature of buffalo herds and the genetic samples made population-level analyses most appropriate in this system, we also evaluated spatial autocorrelation of pairwise relatedness coefficients among individuals to determine the smallest spatial scales at which genetic structuring was detectable. We used Spagedi (Hardy and Vekemans 2002) to estimate coefficient of relatedness (r) by Lynch and Ritland (1999) among all 118 individuals in protected areas excluding Mudumu. Relatedness typically varies from 0 (unrelated) to 1 (identical), although negative estimates are possible and may be interpreted as individuals even less similar than expected by chance. We used Spagedi to test for spatial autocorrelation among individuals at increasing distance classes; distance classes were of variable width to maintain relatively equivalent numbers of comparisons, and the largest class included the maximum extent of the study area (Supplementary Figure  S3) . We estimated average relatedness ("jackknifed" across loci by removing each locus and recalculating, and then averaging estimates) for comparisons within each distance class and tested whether those values exceeded (if positive) or were less than (if negative) null expectations using 10 000 permutations. We used 10 distance classes but repeated the analysis using 15 and 20 classes to ensure that results were not strongly affected by the classification scheme.
Results
Genetic Data
Four samples were excluded from further analysis because they were degraded by postcapture handling and failed to amplify at more than 2 loci. Of the remaining 134 samples in the final data set, 12 samples were missing data at 1 locus and 1 was missing data at 2 loci.
Of the 12 loci we genotyped, 1 locus (INRA123) showed significant deviations from HWE in 5 out of 6 herds. That locus had an F IS value of 0.56, far higher than values for all other loci (data not shown), suggesting null alleles were present. We excluded that locus from further analyses to avoid biased estimates of genetic structure. One other locus (TGLA057) showed deviation from HWE (in 1 herd only) after applying a Bonferroni correction for multiple tests but was not excluded. No consistent patterns of linkage disequilibrium between loci were observed across herds. However, we excluded 1 additional locus (BM4028) from our analyses of genetic structure and gene flow because that locus had very strong stutter bands and an unusually high proportion of apparent microvariant alleles that were difficult to size consistently. Before excluding those 2 loci, HWE tests across loci by population were significant for 3 of 6 populations; after excluding those 2 loci, only Nkasa Lupala showed significant deviation from HWE (i = 0.0014). Total alleles per locus across the entire data set varied from 5 to 20; expected heterozygosity (H e ) per locus varied from 0.49 to 0.87 (Supplementary Table S1 ). Within herds, over the 10 loci used in analyses, average H e varied from 0.77 (Mahango) to 0.81 (Nkasa Lupala). Average allelic richness (corrected for sample size) varied from 7.0 to 7.7 alleles/locus (Table 1) . For the overall data set of 134 individuals at 10 loci, we estimated F IT at 0.026, F ST at 0.007, and F IS at 0.019.
Genetic Structure and Recent Gene Flow Among Herds
Genetic structure among African buffalo herds across the Caprivi Strip was weak, with population pairwise F ST values varying from 0 to 0.019 (Table 2 ) and G′ ST values varying from 0 to 0.078 (Supplementary Table S3 ). After correcting for multiple comparisons, we detected significant differentiation (i.e., F ST > 0) between 4 pairs of herds (Table 2) . In some cases, herds with 100% home-range polygons separated by only a few kilometers showed detectable genetic structure (e.g., Susuwe/Horseshoe-Buffalo, Table 2, Figure 1) . Buffalo from the easternmost portion of the Caprivi Strip, on the Eastern floodplains, were not significantly differentiated from any other herds despite being the most distant herd. Low sample size in that area (n = 13, Table 1) resulted in low power for those tests, although the estimates themselves are not expected to be biased. As expected, buffalo in Mudumu National Park, introduced in the 1980s using buffalo from Nkasa Lupala National Park, were not significantly differentiated from buffalo in Nkasa Lupala (Table 2 ). There was no significant reduction in allelic richness resulting from the translocation (paired t test, t = −1.33, P = 0.10). Estimates of recent gene flow using BIMr (in theory, the proportion of alleles derived from migrants in the previous generation but best interpreted as a relative index) varied from relatively low (Buffalo-Mahango, <1%, Table 2 ) to quite high (Nkasa Lupala-Susuwe/Horseshoe, ~10%, Table 2 ).
Simulations (Supplementary Appendix S1) using sample sizes, locus numbers, and population parameters emulating those observed in the real data demonstrated that even for relatively small herds (census size ~400), reducing migration rates 10-fold and halving dispersal distances caused relatively slow changes in genetic structure (F ST ). Mean F ST increased over time from 0.006 (no change in migration or dispersal) to 0.031 after 5 generations, 0.047 after 10 generations, and 0.071 after 20 generations of reduced migration and dispersal (37.5, 75, and 150 years assuming 7.5 years/generation; Supplementary Figure S1a) . At least 162 generations (1335 years) were required for F ST to reach equilibrium (here, determined using the mean value observed in the last 500 generations of the simulation, when estimates appeared to be relatively stable), although F ST reached near-equilibrium levels within 50 generations (375 years; Supplementary Figure S2 ). Larger populations (as likely occurred prior to the rinderpest epidemics of the late 19th century) would change more slowly. Migration rates estimated among simulated populations using BIMr showed sharp and detectable decreases after only 1 generation (Supplementary Figure S1b) .
Testing for Isolation by Distance and Isolation by Resistance
We did not detect isolation by distance (either among sampling areas or home-range polygons) in our index of historical gene flow (F ST ; Table 3, Figure 2a) . None of the hypotheses of isolation by barrier or resistance (Supplementary Table  S2 ) was supported, indicating that those factors did not have a consistent effect on long-term gene flow across the study area (Table 3 and Supplementary Table S4 ). Resistance from the rivers as barrier model was negatively correlated with genetic structure, opposite to our prediction, but that effect was not supported by partial Mantel tests (Supplementary Table S4 ), suggesting that it was a spurious correlation.
Estimates of recent gene flow (BIMr; Table 2 ) among herds were likewise not correlated with distance metrics (Table 2) or barrier or resistance models ( Supplementary  Table S4) , and the null model was favored over geographic distance in 10 of 10 analytical runs in BIMr (average posterior probabilities were 0.73 and 0.27 for null and geographic distance models, respectively). However, gene flow decreased with increasing distance for all herd comparisons except one (Figure 2b ): gene flow was extremely low between the Buffalo and Mahango herds, only 4 km apart, but separated by the Okavango River. After excluding that point, under the assumption that the Okavango River acted as a unique barrier to gene flow, we detected isolation by distance (IBD; Table 2 ). Without removing that point, the strictest rivers as barrier model approached significance (Supplementary Table  S4 ), but the effect was largely driven by that single outlier.
After repeating tests for isolation by barriers and resistance in recent gene flow with the Buffalo-Mahango comparison excluded, simple Mantel tests did not identify any resistance or barrier model that performed better than isolation by distance (Supplementary Table S4 ). Partial Mantel tests ( Supplementary Table S4 ) revealed that the resistance and barrier models, although correlated with recent gene flow, had no support after controlling for correlation with distance. 
Genetic Distance and Relatedness Among Individuals
We detected positive spatial autocorrelation in pairwise estimates of relatedness (r) among individuals in the 3-9.5 km distance class (based on 10 distance classes; Supplementary Figure S3 ). Average r in all other distance classes did not differ from the null expectation or was lower (negative spatial autocorrelation, 152-172 km). Thus, animals sampled at locations 3-10 km apart were more closely related than more distant samples. Analyses using 15 and 20 distance classes were similar (15 classes, r > 0 at 4.4-9.4 km; 20 classes, r > 0 at 3-5.5 and 5.5-9.5 km).
Discussion
African buffalo herds across the Caprivi Strip showed generally low levels of genetic differentiation, although genetic structure was detectable among 4 of 15 pairwise tests ( Table 2 and Supplementary Table S3) . Unlike other studies (see below), we detected genetic structure (albeit at a low level) based on nuclear DNA markers between a pair of herds only a few kilometers distant, in this case situated on opposite sides of a major river (Buffalo-Mahango, Table 2 ). Ability to distinguish genetic structure (i.e., genetic distance estimates significantly greater than 0) is strongly influenced by sample size and number of loci evaluated, and statistically significant differences do not necessarily imply that biologically important differences exist. However, sample sizes in our study were comparable with or lower than those of other studies of African buffalo, (e.g., Van Hooft et al. 2003; Heller et al. 2010) , so it is unlikely that we had additional power to detect structure. Most importantly, given the low levels of structure, it is clear that gene flow historically was high among all these populations.
As observed in other studies of genetic structure across eastern and southern Africa at scales of less than 500 km (Grobler and VanderBank 1996; Simonsen et al. 1998; Van Hooft et al. 2000; Van Hooft et al. 2003; Heller et al. 2010) , Table 2 Pairwise estimates of genetic distance (F ST ; below diagonal) and recent gene flow (proportion of alleles derived from migrants in the previous generation; above diagonal) among African buffalo herds in the Caprivi Strip, Namibia, derived from 10 microsatellite loci there was no relationship between genetic structure (F ST or G′ ST ) and geographic distance (see Figure 2 in Van Hooft et al. 2000) . Because of the predicted lag in detectable genetic structure after population perturbations (lasting many generations for large populations, ), the weak genetic structure and lack of isolation by distance we observed is best interpreted as evidence for strong connectivity of buffalo herds across the region within historical (but not necessarily present day) time frames. Our simulation experiments showed high variability but demonstrated that for populations of the size currently observed in Caprivi, at least 10-20 generations (75-150 years) would be required for strong decreases in gene flow to be reflected in overall F ST ; at least 50 generations (375 years) would be required to reach values near-equilibrium levels of genetic structure (Supplementary Figure S2) . Historically, some populations may have been much larger than what we simulated (e.g., northern Botswana), meaning that genetic structure would take even longer to reach equilibrium (Wang 2004) . Recent gene flow among herds has been more restricted than historical gene flow (Figure 2 ). Recent gene flow was generally low among herds separated by greater than 200 km ( Figure 2b ) and thus appears to have occurred in more step-wise fashion than did historical gene flow. The known constraints to buffalo movement in this region, such as control fencing (Figure 1) , may partly explain that pattern. Alternatively, this difference may have resulted in part from the different levels of resolution at inferring gene flow for these methods: when genetic structure is weak, assignmentbased methods (e.g., BayesAss, BIMr) may be more reliable (Faubet and Gaggiotti 2008) . However, our spatially explicit simulations of buffalo populations (Supplementary Appendix S1 and Figure S1 ) confirmed that recent gene-flow estimates changed much more rapidly than genetic structure after a decrease in migration rates and dispersal distance.
We detected even finer-scale relationships using individual relatedness estimates, which showed positive spatial autocorrelation among individuals sampled at locations separated by 3-10 km (Supplementary Figure S3) . High pairwise estimates of relatedness (suggesting close relationships among individuals) occurred mostly within herds and therefore probably reflected herd associations. Dispersal between herds, even in the absence of barriers, is likely more difficult to detect by this method as a large number of related pairs would be required to create spatial autocorrelation. However, this analysis supports the evidence from satellite telemetry that the herds defined here behave as relatively discrete units, even though home-range polygons of individuals within different herds are in close proximity at times (Figure 1) .
As expected when gene flow among populations is high, genetic diversity (expected heterozygosity, H e ) was similar among herds (Table 1) . There was no evidence that a significant reduction in genetic diversity occurred in Mudumu after that herd was reestablished using animals translocated from Nkasa Lupala (as observed in some translocations of other species, e.g., Mock et al. 2004) . However, in all these herds, genetic diversity was as high as or exceeded most reported values for African buffalo populations in eastern, central, or southern Africa. Using similar sets of microsatellite loci, Heller et al. (2010) reported H e values ranging from ~0.75 to 0.82 in Kenya and Uganda, and Van Hooft et al. (2000) reported H e = 0.66-0.81 in populations from southern Africa, East Africa, and Gabon. We conclude that none of the Caprivi Strip herds has been greatly isolated for many generations and that large population sizes (at least until recently) and high gene flow have maintained high genetic diversity.
Both genetic data and satellite telemetry suggested that rivers can act as barriers to movement and gene flow but do not do so uniformly. We found that gene flow was low between 2 herds only a few kilometers apart but separated by the Okavango River (Buffalo-Mahango, Figures 1 and  3 ), but models treating rivers as barriers across the entire study area did not explain variation in historical and recent gene flow (Supplementary Table S4 ). Satellite telemetry data (Figure 1) suggested that the Okavango River and the Kwando and Linyanti rivers are not often crossed by buffalo, but 1 individual was observed crossing the Chobe River in the Eastern Floodplains herd. The ability of buffalo to cross such rivers is likely driven by seasonal patterns of water flow and the size and depth of each river, which vary both spatially (e.g., the Chobe river in some parts is very shallow, and buffalo are observed to cross fairly regularly at the extreme eastern end of the Caprivi Strip) and temporally (in very dry years water levels may be low enough that even river stretches that are too fast and deep to normally be crossed may see buffalo movements). However, the western-most herd (Mahango) shows higher estimates of recent gene flow with other more distant herds to the east. That finding may contradict the interpretation that the Okavango has been a barrier to gene flow in recent times but also could be explained by gene flow between buffalo in northern Botswana and the central portion of the Caprivi Strip, or the population history of the Buffalo herd. Historically, herds on either side of the Okavango River would have been connected to large populations of African buffalo in the Okavango Delta of northern Botswana, where movement across the Okavango would have been facilitated by the breakup of the river into smaller channels, allowing buffalo in that region to interact with herds farther east in the Caprivi Strip. Thus, gene flow across the entire region may have been strongly influenced by buffalo populations outside of the Caprivi Strip, which are now mostly isolated by the BotswanaNamibia border fence in the western portion of the study area.
The weak patterns of genetic structure we observed suggest that historically, buffalo interacted either directly through home-range movement or dispersal across the entire Caprivi Strip or indirectly through interactions across the study area with large populations of buffalo in northern Botswana (Figure 2a ). For instance, the Eastern Floodplains herd was little differentiated from even distant herds to the west (Table 2 ). In contrast, recent gene flow appears to have been more limited and occurred in "step-wise" fashion via gene flow among adjacent herds (Figure 2b) . This difference may reflect recent anthropogenic fragmentation such as human settlements, cultivated areas, and construction of veterinary fences that have impeded buffalo movement. Thus, our findings make it clear that the restricted movements exhibited by buffalo herds in some of these sampling areas (Naidoo et al. 2012a,b) stand in stark contrast to the signature of relatively unrestricted gene flow in the past. Comparing recent and longer-term estimates of gene flow may be a useful way to prioritize connectivity conservation efforts in this and other systems where historical patterns of movement are poorly understood.
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